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SUMMARY 

 

BANGARANI MASAH NADILA. Return and Risk Analysis for Stocks in 

Banking Subsector. Supervised by HERMANTO SIREGAR and SYAMSUL 

HIDAYAT PASARIBU. 

 

Banking stocks are quite attractive for investors, as seen from large market 

capitalization and prospects of the banking market in the future. Good prospect in 

banking market is reflected from the needs of the community to help improve the 

standard of living and boost the economy, and banking institution as a formal 

financial institution can help them. Good prospect in banking subsector indicates 

rise in profit, thus causing an increase in stock return. Investors who are interested 

in investing in banking sector has to know the level of return generated, and needs 

to know what the risks faced. This study aimed to analyze the factors that 

influence the risk and return volatility of stocks in the banking subsector. 

Based on the results of the data plot, the average return of banking stocks 

rose for three or four periods, and decreased after for the same period or shorter. 

The smaller the market cap, the higher the return generated, either in the positive 

or negative form. Just return of Jakarta Composite Index (IHSG) and return of the 

exchange rate (IDR/USD) that produce an uniform effect (return JCI made 

positive effect and return of the exchange rate made negative effect), while four 

other variables, namely the return of BI-Rate, return of Customer Price Index 

(IHK), as well as the dummy of Europe crisis and dummy of subprime mortgage 

crisis resulted in influences as diverse. Each of these variables will produce a 

different effect on each sample. 

After testing several models, ARCH model and its variations were selected 

as the best method for modelling risk and return volatility. Variables of the 

previous period, either in the form of squared-error, logarithm squared-error, 

or/and variance of the previous period is the most influential variable to explain 

the volatility in the present. Volatility is divided into two, that are symmetrical 

volatility and asymmetrical volatility. Asymmetric volatility generates different 

effect when there are bad news and good news. BBNI, BDMN, BMRI, BNLI, 

BVIC, BBKP and BBTN stock have symmetrical volatility, and the other stock  

have asymmetric volatility. BBCA, BBRI, BNGA and INPC has a leverage effect, 

which the bad news generates greater volatility than the good news (leverage 

effect). BABP and PNBN reveal opposite effect of the leverage effect. 
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